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About This Game

"Don't you remember me? After all we've been through..."

What do you want to be when you grow up? Paul thought his life would be set after college, but at 22 he's toiling away in a job
he doesn't like and coming home to an empty apartment every night. He doesn't know who he is, where he's going, or how he

fits into his world.

But then on one dark and stormy night, a mysterious woman appears to him, and everything changes...

The Beard in the Mirror is a throwback to when adventure games came in giant cardboard boxes and if you didn't have the
hintbook, that was it; you were stuck on that puzzle for the rest of your life. It's a labor of love from a husband-and-wife team

from two different worlds (she’s a Sierra fangirl, and he’s a LucasArts diehard) who have been working on it together since
before they even started dating.

KEY FEATURES

A classic point-and-click adventure for the modern age!

Sincere yet lighthearted story with magic, danger, romance, and adventure

Death lurking around every corner! (Although you'll never lose any progress.)
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Retro points system to help you track your progress, and see if you've missed any secrets...

Just like the games you used to play on your dad's weird friend's computer
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Title: The Beard in the Mirror
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Oh, a Rock! Studios
Publisher:
Oh, a Rock! Studios
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016
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the beard in the mirror walkthrough. the beard in the mirror

Having played this game all the way through and gotten all the achievements I wish there was a sequel or something in the
works. The game walks the line between horror and mystery so well that it really can suck a person in. I thought the art style and
direction fit the game perfectly. The game is maybe 30 minutes long, but is worth a play through or two.. The core mechanics of
BattleCore Arena both make BattleCore Arena feel like anything else out on the market now but remind me of the state Rocket
League initially was in prior to it's population explosion. Especially for an early access title the mechanics, the gameplay loop,
strategies forming in my mind for each situation -- they are present and far above
the average indie game released in todays Steam marketplace.

Graphics feel polished, the soundtrack is great and the complete aesthetic really feels like an upper tier AA developer. While
only knowing of this games existence a few days ago, my interest was piqued and with an hour hands on now -- I can safely say
this not only is staying on my hard drive but also in my rotation of games I play for myself -- not just coverage.

While the only thing lacking substance is map variety and future modes -- but already has me excited to approac this a la Rocket
League where each update gets me wanting to get back on the grind.

Please take the risk, please get this games userbase to grow. While not the easiest game to explain why it feels so good, it's just a
situation where the stars aligned to form an exceptional product. Pending a structured content drip, this game deserves success.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/6wPgNTl-O8k

. Warning there are NO golden touches in this game and only mild nudity. While I understand that flying drones is difficult,
flying them using a keyboard is nearly impossible.
I did not enjoy myself.
The controller interface seems to not work.
This needs a lot of polish before it would be worth the asking price.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/3sfbu3ol9FA. A fantastic and unique game if you are fan of adventure games. A gold standard in storytelling
and worldbuilding and worth the price on the tin. Demands multiple replays to try different combinations and grow your
vocabulary. Great middle section and engaging storytelling hamstrung ultimately by a binary ending that made me think of Mass
Effect 3 in terms of how frustrating.

PROS

-Some of the best world-building I've ever seen in a game. The way the lore is discovered, and how your own actions affect the
characters' UNDERSTANDING of said lore is absolutely unique. Absolutely the best feature of the game and will make it
recommended study in writing classes years from now.

-The translation mechanic is really interesting, and really pushes you to explore the world more and more. The logic of the
language is sound (save for maybe an edge case of a word here and there that seems to be counterintuitive).

-Rewards exploration, combing over ruins rewards you with new words to really increase your understanding of the game.

-The replayability is insane. The new game+ concept of carrying over your dictionary from playthrough to playthrough makes
each subsequent replay more revealing. I'm wrapping up my third and will likely start my fourth now.

-Writing and characterization is really well done, you're not creating a character a la an RPG (Aliya and her compatriots all have
relatively set personalities) but your actions within those realms are very consistent and allow you to immerse yourself within
them.

-Active dev team working to respond to community feedback and bug reports, especially narrative breaks and things like that.

CONS
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-The artstyle of the game is... sometimes really unfortunate. While the 3D environemtns have a fun simplistic cartoony look, the
sprites can become really tiresome. Setting aside the jarring animation (especially for any character who isn't Aliya or her robot)
the artstyle chosen can only be described as tumblr-esque. Ugly characters across the board (save for our protagonist), weird
proportions, completely inexplicable rosacia. It definitely took some getting used to.

-VERY punishing progression system. You can't revisit older ruins you've already explored (with no justifications save for ONE
moon of the near dozen you can visit). Accidentally hitting the wrong button, missing an artifact, etc. can ruin an entire
playthrough (especially if you had a specific goal). Which, if you're on a replay trying to do something specific, can make you
play through hours before you can redo (as restarting the game wipes your dictionary).

-The ending is static, and literally nothing you do affects the actual ending (aside from your characters' understanding of what's
going on). It's especially disappointing as literally every other aspect of the game is affected by your choices. The order you do
things shapes your entire perspective throughout any given playthrough. But when you reach the last act of the game, (which can
come at pretty much any point after the opening chapters), the game is gonna be pretty much no different playthorugh to
playthrough, and the ending itself is entirely underwhelming, making it really unclear what the developers intentions were with
the ending or the story as a whole.

Overall though, the game is a fantastic experience, its replayability makes the disappointing ending more like a bump in an
otherwise incredible story. inkle studios has achieved something unique and incredible, and hopefully the work they've done
inspire many others and lead to huge developments in storytelling and worldbuilding. Absolutely pick it up!. The Game at times
is interesting and immersive but this goes completely out the window when the way to solve a difficult puzzle is "click anything
white" and this mechanic would be frustrating in any game but it is made even more frustrating when you cant be sure if it
actually knew you pressed it. To sum up, it is very interesting, and that keeps you playing for a little while but the puzzles and
the controls are just too annoying to make it an enjoyable game.. The story of Jung and Ai continues, faced with another
inevitable fate. Will Jung be able to save her this time? Or is he going to put all their memories behind him?

Carpe Diem: Reboot is the direct sequel to Carpe Diem (the F2P very short Visual Novel), beginning at where the
previous one ended, developed and published by Moonlit Works.

You don't have to play the prequel to understand and enjoy the sequel since this game will begin with the end of the
first one and has its own story. Even though, I recommend playing it since it's shorter than 15 minutes.

There are 4 decisions to make, only the last 3 of them having a game impact, leading to one of the two available endings
- True Ending and Good Ending. It took me around 5 hours to finish Carpe Diem: Reboot and to get the chance to
experiment both endings.

The Artwork, Soundtracks and the other technical stuff have a better quallity than they had in the prequel. The key
features of this game are: ~50,000 words, 8 characters to interact with, 14 CGs and is fully-voiced in English.

If you enjoyed Carpe Diem, I highly recommend buying Carpe Diem: Reboot. If you didn't like the first game or didn't
have the chance to play it, I'm still saying that this one it's deffinetly worth buying because it's a good Visual Novel
overall. Just don't expect a sappy romance.

Just because it crashed doesn't mean it's over. . Love this game, but I can't do powermove even I rotate the joystick really
really hard!
I play the game on PC, and use xbox wires gamepad ...

neither have powermove in infinity mode nor story mode
and i try play this game under Pig picture and window screem, but the problem still..

there are many players have same problem on this game. anyone can slove it?
plz... I don't like anytime I play it my powermove score always "0"...
what can I do?
. The grammar is awful and so is the plot. Avoid this.
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A really enjoyable loco and a joy to drive once you get the hang of the reverser\/regulator ratio and to have the dampers open
from the moment you start or steam generation will fall rapidly. It comes in both green and a black version with or without
smoke deflectors which pretty much gives you four loco's to choose from.

Only real issues I had was the manual not being overly detailed which is not good for a loco in the "Pro" range and no examples
or guides for the mounted discs or what their particular postion means. Despite the Auto fireman on TS itself the S15 comes
with it's own manually activated Auto fireman which is not a problem but the manual states "Injectors require manual control".
This is only partially true but the only one required to be operated manually is the sall injector while the rest is taken care of by
the auto fireman.

For those who might use the S15 in scenario making may come across a issue when once the loco is set to be player driven a
window will pop up regarding brake type. This will remain in place blocking any build options underneath it and it will not close
. A fix to this will involve going into the scenario builder and wait for the window to pop up. Once this happen go and play the
scenario and wait for the window again. Close it and go directly into the scenario builder again "Ctrl + E" and now it should be
gone letting you continue you're work.

Overall I give it a thumbs ups and a long awaited addition to Southern rollingstock.. CRAZYBUMP, EXCEPT
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING AWFUL. Chuuni loli >> Little sister >>>>>>>> All the others. Great game, hilarious in coop!

Casual peasants crying about not having controller support, it's a PC game so it shouldn't be a priority, it's perfectly playable
with a keyboard, controls are very good, if anything you can tweak them... if your brain is bigger than a peanut of course.

Want to have some fun and laugh with a friend or friends? buy this game you won't regret it, infinite replayability.. Ez unlock
1505 Achievements 100%. the software is simple to use and useful, and the developpers seems very active developping it's
features. the only drawback i've found it the very messy french translation, so if you are in the dev team, feel free to contact me
as i would like to help you correcting it (for free).

i've published this in english in order for you to be able to understand me but i'm french. anyway congratulations for this usefull
tool, let's make it even better.. great game and for people who like great rpg games is a must :). It's look promising.. A great
pack to get a huge boost, being axe one of the best cards at the game (LEAGUE 1) and marquis a hero that gets rid of almost
every enemy easily. It was such a great experience.
I have to say an impressive ambience and a interesting puzzle.
Any plans for a DLC or expansion?
I'm looking forward to future updates.
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